June 24, 2021
CACAGNY Congratulates Pacific Legal Foundation
CACAGNY congratulates Pacific Legal Foundation (PLF) for its June 23 win at the U.S.
Supreme Court. This is a huge victory for civil liberties, and brings PLF's amazing record at
the Supreme Court to 13 wins in 15 cases.
The lawsuit, Cedar Point Nursery v. Hassid et al, might seem like an obscure fight between a
fruit grower and union organizers, but at the heart of the contention is whether the State can
arrogantly demand property owners to surrender their property rights, in this case to
allegedly serve some social justice cause. The Supreme Court made the right decision siding
with the property owners.
In the bigger picture, the right of individuals to property is a fundamental Constitutional
right that is being eroded by escalating social justice agendas, much like the right of
individuals to equal protection under the law is being eroded by escalating social justice
agendas. Social justice is not Justice. This Cedar Point decision is one of many that the
Supreme Court needs to make to stem the worsening erosion by social justice against Justice
in America. It is the inalienability of our individual rights and freedoms that make America
the exceptional land people from all corners of the world want to come to, and few to leave
or flee from.
PLF is also CACAGNY's law firm in our lawsuit against New York City over the City's
anti-Asian expansion of the Discovery program at the Specialized High Schools. PLF does
this at no charge to CACAGNY, thanks to the generosity of its donors. CACAGNY is
deeply grateful. And of course, CACAGNY also hopes for another PLF victory if our case
reaches the Supreme Court.
If you donate to PLF at their website https://pacificlegal.org/donate, please indicate
“CACAGNY” in the box labeled “What inspired your donation today.” It's the little we can
do to thank PLF for their amazing work.
Again, congratulations to PLF.
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